































PA – pupils addresses
SCHOOLS – 11 (little houses)









Figure 2 - The two-stage optimization approach















































– bus stop candidates (14,295)
– pupils adresses (562)
Figure 3 – 14,295 road data points - bus stops candidates (squares), and 562 pupils' data points (circles)
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– bus stop candidates (11,820)
– pupils adresses (562)





– bus stop candidates (1,768)
– pupils adresses (562)
Figure 5 – 1,768 road data points (squares), further reduced according to the two heuristic rules;
562 pupils data points (circles)
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Figure 6 - Optimization procedure for the purpose
of optimal bus stops allocation
Figure 7 - Partition into 8 subsectors; 1,768 road
data points – bus stops candidates (squares),
562 pupils data points (circles)
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Figure 8 - Illustration of Monte Carlo simulation approach,
applied for the j-th subsector, , during the first simulationj= 1, 2,...,8
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– optimal bus stops (56)
– bus stops candidates (1,768)
Figure 9 – 1,768 road data points (squares) extracted in the initial road data reduction;









– optimal bus stops (56)
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– optimal bus stops (56)
– pupils adresses (562)
Figure 11 - Positions of 56 optimal bus stop points surrounded by circles
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Figure 13 - The number of covered pupils, depending on the number of optimal bus stops.
The latter are calculated by: a) Optimization based on Monte Carlo simulation;
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Figure 14 - The total number of walking kilometers of covered pupils, depending
on the number of covered pupils. a) For the case of Monte Carlo simulation;

























Figure 15 - An example of coverage of location
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